
Senior Software Engineer at Infosys Technologies 

 Successful ly developed methodologies to streamline the process of 

data conversion leveraging latest  tools

 Created optimized PL/SQL scripts to automate data gathering and 

transformation on various database technologies

 Refactored existing processes and bui l t component to reduce 

manual efforts and performed unit  tests

 Conducted meetings and workshops with cl ient to document 

requirements and provide roadmap for the project

Java Developer at School of Education 

 Successful ly architectured and implemented features in Spring 

Boot to enhance the capabi l i t ies of  web appl ication

 Designed and developed various UI pages in ReactJS to support  

appl ication and contributed in creating process work f lows

 Achieved a maintainable and optimised code by refactoring and 

fol lowing best coding and design practices

 Implemented unit  tests in JUnit4 and Mockito  providing ful l

code coverage

Software Engineer Intern at Institute of Physical Sciences & Tech 

 Designed and developed an appl ication to automate the production 

of binary executables using Python and Pandas dataf rames

 Implemented UI components using ReactJS with custom CSS and 

Bootstrap4 for layout and positioning

 Developed appl ications in Test Driven Development and performed 

extensive code reviews and thorough testing

 Interacted with stakeholders to gather and documen t requirements 

and provided weekly updates on progress  and consultation

Oracle Certified Associate, Java SE 8 Programmer  

 Develop code that makes use of Polymorphism, overr ides

methods, di f ferentiates b/w reference and type of objects 

 Write Lambda expressions that consumes a Labmda Predicate  

Expressions and identi fy optimizations  

 Create executable appl ications with a main method  and create  

and manipulate Calendar data  

Programming Languages 
Java 8, Java 10, JavaScript (ES6), 

Python, C++ 

Front-End Technologies 
ReactJS, JavaScript,  HTML5,  CSS3, 

Sass, Bootstrap4, Figma 

Software Management Tools 
Github, Bitbucket, Jira, Git Workflows, 

Bitbucket Pipel ines, Agi le, Scrum, 

Kanban, Trel lo, Slack 

Other Technologies 
Spring Boot, RESTful Web Services, 

Microservices, Hibernate, JDBC, JPA, 

PL/SQL, JUnit4, Postman, Designing 

APIs, Consuming APIs, App integrations, 

Design Patterns, SOLID principles  

Podcastinator  
Search for your favorite podcast from 

around 2 mi l l ion podcasts  and 91 mil l ion 

episodes al l  in one place.  

Draw me a number!  
Open the app in your browser and draw 

a number with your f inger or pointer and 

see some Machine Learning in action  

 

Master’s in Computer Engineering 

Master’s  in computer  technologies  with 

primary focus on software engineering,  

machine learning and i ts appl ications  

Bachelor’s in Electronics and 

Telecomms Engineering 

Bachelor ’s in electronics engineering & 

signal processing with main focus on 

programming microcontrol lers and 

microchips to bui ld computer interfaces  

http://www.shubhamdeshkar.com/
mailto:shubhamd@umd.edu
https://github.com/ShubhamDeshkar
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shubhamdeshkar/
https://www.youracclaim.com/badges/a6f9ca07-288f-498a-b856-3707c667c0d5/public_url
https://podcastinator.shubhamdeshkar.com/
https://test.shubhamdeshkar.com/

